REFLECTIONS:
INTERNATIONAL FORUM ON
URBANISM WINTER SCHOOL –
RE-DO-NEW TOWN

1 February 2013, 15:30-18:15 pm
AIT Building, Exhibition Zones C-E

“CONFRONTING PAST UTOPIAS”
Arnd Bätzner
“Alpine Utopias of the 1960s: The Failed Urbanism of France’s Sculptural Ski-Cities”
HUI Xiaoxi Sebastian (BJUT)
“From Bijlmermeer to Amsterdam Zuidoost”
Colin Fournier (CUHK)
“Reflections of a New Town Experiment in Saudi Arabia”

“REVIEWING CURRENT NEW TOWNS”
Seçkin Kutucu (Yaşar University)
“Formal & Informal Processes in Turkish Urban Development”
LIAO Hanwen (BJUT)
“Tongzhou New Town and New Sub-Centre of Beijing”
Kang Min-jay (NTU)
“New Town Development as Organic Growth”

Jürgen Rosemann (IfOu & NUS)
John Ng (HKGBC)
WANG Chiuyuan Vivienne (IfOu)

LIU Heng Doreen (CUHK)
Sujata Govada (CUHK)
Hendrik Tieben (CUHK)

School of Architecture
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

International Forum on Urbanism (IfOu)